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The tensor polarization of the recoil deuteron in elastic electron-deuteron scattering has been 
measured at the Bates Linear Accelerator Center at three values of four-momentum transfer, Q = 
3.78, 4.22, and 4.62 fm-', corresponding to incident electron energies of 653, 755, and 853 MeV. The 
scattered electrons and the recoil deuterons were detected in coincidence. The recoil deuterons were 
transported to a liquid hydrogen target to undergo a second scattering. The angular distribution of 
the d-p scattering was measured using a polarimeter. The polarimeter was calibrated in an auxiliary 
experiment using a polarized deuteron beam at the Laboratoire National Saturne. A Monte Carlo 
procedure was used to generate interpolated calibration data because the energy spread in the 
deuteron energies in the Bates experiment spanned the range of deuteron energies in the calibration 
experiment. The extracted values of tzo are compared to predictions of different theoretical models 
of the electromagnetic form factors of the deuteron: nonrelativistic and relativistic nucleon-meson 
dynamics, Skyrme model, quark models, and perturbative quantum chromodynamics. Along with 
the world data on the structure functions A(Q)  and B(Q),  they are used to separate the charge 
monopole and charge quadrupole form factors of the deuteron. A node in the charge monopole form 
factor is observed at Q = 4.39 i 0.16 fm-' . 
PACS number(s): 25.30.Bf, 24.70.+s, 25.10.+s, 27.10.th 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The elastic form factors for elastic scattering from deu- 
terium (e-d) have been the subject of intensive experi- 
mental and theoretical studies for several decades. They 
contribute significantly to the determination of the basic 
nature of the nucleon-nucleon interaction ( N N ) ,  espe- 
cially its off-shell properties, its behavior at  short dis- 
tances, and the role of non-nucleonic degrees of freedom. 
Since the deuteron has spin 1, its electromagnetic 
structure is described by three form factors: charge 
monopole Gc, charge quadrupole GQ, and magnetic 
dipole G M .  Nonrelativistically, these form factors are 
related to the spatial distributions of charge, quadrupole 
deformation and magnetization, respectively. Both the 
nucleon spins and the nucleon current contribute to the 
latter. 
Many models of the deuteron electromagnetic form fac- 
tors have been proposed in the literature. In  the impulse 
approximation (IA) for the description of e-d scattering, 
the electron interacts with each nucleon in the deuteron 
via a virtual photon and the electromagnetic form fac- 
tors of the interacting nucleon are taken to be the same 
as those for a hee nucleon. At large four-momentum 
transfers, various corrections to the IA model become 
important. These include isoscalar meson-exchange cur- 
rents (MEC), isobar components (IC),  relativistic effects, 
and perhaps quark degrees of freedom. Relativistic mod- 
els have been developed both in the light cone formalism 
and by solving a Bethe-Salpeter equation. Some nonrel- 
ativistic models used a coupled-channel formalism of nu- 
cleons and isobars ( A  and N S )  and include contributions 
from MEC; in these models, the amount of A-A com- 
ponent in the deuteron can be quite small, about 0.4%, 
but also as high as 7%. Quark configurations are in- 
corporated in several hybrid quark-hadron models with 
a quark confinement radius taken as a free parameter, 
usually about 0.5 fm. Some of these hybrid models give 
predictions similar to those of the IA model while oth- 
ers have completely different results for the high four- 
momentum transfer region. A Skyrme model, which is 
equivalent to a low energy version of QCD in the limit 
of a large number of colors, determines the form of the 
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one-body and two-body exchange current operators from 
the fields of the Lagrangian and predicts results for the 
deuteron form factors similar to those obtained from con- 
ventional nucleon-meson dynamics. Finally, perturbative 
quantum chromodynamics (PQCD) predicts simple rela- 
tions between the form factors of the deuteron. 
Experimentally, a t  least three observables from e-d 
scattering are needed to determine separately all three 
form factors. Most experiments to  date have measured 
differential cross sections. Measurements at different 
electron angles for the same four-momentum transfer al- 
low the determination of the longitudinal and transverse 
structure functions A(Gc, GQ, GM) and B(GM), which 
so far have been the only testing ground for the above- 
mentioned models. A is measured up to Q = 10 fm-' 
[l] and B up to = 8 fm-l [2]. To separate further Gc 
and GQ, the measurement of another observable is re- 
quired, and this is necessarily a polarization observable. 
This was realized a long time ago: one must either mea- 
sure the asymmetries induced by a tensor polarized deu- 
terium target or measure the tensor polarization of the re- 
coil deuterons (alternatively, one may deal with deuteron 
vector polarization only if the electron beam is polarized; 
this type of experiment has never been attempted). The 
observable of choice is the tensor moment tZo which is 
a measure of the relative probabilities of scattering off 
deuterons in magnetic substates m, = +1, -1, or 0 when 
dealing with a polarized target, or of producing deuterons 
in these different magnetic substates when measuring the 
polarization of the outgoing deuterons. By convention, 
the spin quantization axis is chosen along the direction of 
the momentum transfer. tzo(Gc, GQ, GM, 8,), together 
with A(Gc,GQ,GM) and B(GM),  allows the separate 
determination of the two charge form factors Gc and GQ 
(8, is the electron scattering angle). The tensor moments 
tZl and tZ2 provide other useful quadratic combinations 
of the form factors. 
Previous measurements of tZ0 [3-61 have been per- 
formed at relatively low momentum transfer where the- 
oretical uncertainties are very small. We report here on 
measurements of all three moments of the recoil deuteron 
tensor polarization (tzo, tZ1, and t22) at four-momentum 
transfer values of 3.78, 4.22, and 4.62 fm-l, at  angles 
such that the magnetic contribution to tzo is small. In 
this four-momentum transfer range, G c  is expected in 
most models to pass through zero, this being a reflec- 
tion of a node in the S-state wave function, which in 
turn is due to the repulsive nature of the NN interac- 
tion at short distances [7]; thus the already measured 
structure function A determines mostly GQ. At such 
four-momentum transfers, short-range components and 
non-nucleonic contributions become important and man- 
ifest themselves mostly in Gc. Finally, contrary to all 
other observables and to the form factors themselves, tzo 
is nearly independent of the elementary nucleon form fac- 
tors, and in particular of the poorly known neutron elec- 
tric form factor. 
A. Kinematics and observables 
In the elastic scattering of an ultrarelativistic electron 
of energy Ee off a deuteron of mass Md at a laboratory 
angle 8,, the energy Ee, of the electron in the final state 
is given by 
where f is usually called the recoil factor: 
We define Q, related to the spacelike four-momentum q 
transferred from the electron to the target nucleus, by 
For completeness, the kinetic energy and the angle of the 
recoil deuteron are given below: 
2 C O S ~  ( 8 ~ 2 )  sin Od = 
f + (Ed/Md) sin2 (8e/2) 
The general features of e-d scattering have been in- 
vestigated by many authors [8-111. By using the first 
Born approximation (one-photon exchange approxima- 
tion) and imposing relativistic and gauge invariance, the 




describes the scattering of an electron off a pointlike spin- 
less particle (a: is the fine structure constant), and 
originates from the electromagnetic structure of the 
deuteron. As a consequence of parity and time-reversal 
invariance, the structure functions A and B are in turn 
given in terms of three elementary electromagnetic form 
factors: 
4 
B(Q) = + 1)G%dQ) (10) 
with r ]  = Q2/4Mi. The three moments t z ,  of the 
deuteron tensor polarization are given by [12,13] 
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In the one-photon exchange approximation of e-d scat- 
tering, and as a result of time-reversal invariance, the 
deuteron vector polarization is identically zero when us- 
ing an unpolarized electron beam [14]. The form factors 
are normalized a t  Q = 0 to the static moments: 
Md GM(0) = -pd = 1.714 , 
MP 
( 1 4 ~ )  
where Qd and p,j are, respectively, the electric 
quadrupole moment and the magnetic dipole moment of 
the deuteron, and M, is the proton mass. 
The quantity Go, derived from Eq. (11) by neglecting 
the magnetic contribution, is often used in the literature. 
Though not actually an observable, it is interesting be- 
cause it depends solely on the ratio 
At small four-momentum transfers, x << 1 and tZ0 E 
tzo " - 2 x a  = - ( f i / 3 ) & ~ ' ,  so that tZ0 is very much 
constrained by the already known deuteron quadrupole 
moment (Qd = 0.2859 fm2). In fact this approximation 
works very well up to 2.5 fm-l, meaning that Gc and 
GQ have similar Q dependence up to this momentum 
transfer. In the Q range where tzo is expected to reach 
its absolute minimum -a ( z  = I ) ,  the approximation 
tzo N tZ0 is only valid to 10-15% for 6,  2: 70°. 
B. This experiment 
The goal of this experiment was to extend to the high- 
est possible Q values the measurements of tao and to mea- 
sure simultaneously all three tensor moments. Elastic e-d 
events were identified by a coincidence between the scat- 
tered electrons and the recoil deuterons. The polariza- 
tion of the recoil deuterons was measured in a polarime- 
ter. In the range of four-momentum transfer where the 
charge monopole form factor is expected to pass through 
zero (Q -- 4 fm-l), the recoil deuterons have a kinetic 
energy of about 170 MeV according to Eq. (4). Prior 
to this experiment, a search was made for efficient reac- 
tions with sizeable analyzing powers in this energy range 
[15]. Deuteron-proton (d-p) scattering was found to be 
the best candidate. A polarimeter [16] based on this re- 
action was built and calibrated using a deuteron beam of 
known polarization at  the Laboratoire National Saturne 
(France). This polarimeter was then installed at  the end 
of a specially designed deuteron transport channel at  the 
MIT-Bates Linear Accelerator Center. The tensor mo- 
ments tkp of the recoil deuteron polarization induce a 
modification of the shape of the angular distribution of 
d-p events as compared to the scattering of unpolarized 
deuterons. This characteristic change of shape was used 
quantitatively to determine the tensor polarization of the 
recoil deuterons in e-d scattering. 
In this double scattering experiment, owing to the 
smallness of the e-d cross sections, a thick liquid deu- 
terium target, large solid angles for the electron and 
deuteron spectrometers, and a high efficiency for the 
deuteron polarimeter were needed to obtain a sufficient 
number of events. All these, as well as other equipment, 
will be described in the next section. The data analy- 
sis and the results are discussed in Sec. 111. Special care 
was taken to understand, with the help of a Monte Carlo 
simulation, any possible differences in the polarimeter 
response between the calibration at  Saturne and this ex- 
periment at  Bates. In Sec. IV the individual charge form 
factors Gc and GQ will be extracted using the polariza- 
tion observables as well as existing data on the structure 
functions A and B. Our results will finally be compared 
with theory in Sec. V. 
A shorter account of our tzo results was previously pub- 
lished in a Letter [17]. This paper (see also [18]) describes 
the details of the experiment and of its analysis, presents 
the dat,a for tzl and tZ2, and explores further the phys- 
ical significance of our results. Its organization deliber- 
ately follows the ~ublication of the latest measurements 
of B(Q) [2]: the same theoretical calculations may then 
be easily compared against different observables and the 
reader should benefit from this complementarity. 
11. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
The experiment was performed on beam line B of the 
South Experimental Hall a t  the MIT-Bates Linear Accel- 
erator Center. The experimental arrangement is sketched 
in Fig. 1. 
This measurement of the deuteron tensor polarization 
was a coincident, double scattering experiment. Unpo- 
larized electrons were incident upon an unpolarized liq- 
uid deuterium (LD2) target. The elastically scattered 
electrons were detected in the magnetic spectrometer 
OHIPS. The deuterons were detected at  a fixed angle of 
41" while at  each beam energy the electron spectrometer 
was moved to the kinematically correlated scattering an- 
gle. It was necessary to detect the scattered electrons and 
the recoil deuterons in coincidence to identify e-d events 
because of the large background due to protons coming 
from photodisintegration of the deuterons in the target. 
The recoil deuterons, having possible tensor moments of 
the polarization tZ0, tZ1, and tzz,  were transported us- 
ing a magnetic transport channel to a liquid hydrogen 
(LH2) target where a fraction of them underwent a sec- 
ond scattering. The channel, along with a carbon de- 
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FIG. 1. Layout of the experimental setup. 
grader, was designed partially to separate the protons 
from the deuterons. After the second scattering, the an- 
gular distribution of the dfp scattering was measured in 
a polarimeter. 
A. Electron beam 
The Bates recirculated electron linear accelerator [19] 
delivered a pulsed beam with a pulse length of 13 ps at a 
repetition rate of 600 Hz. The average current was 5 to 
30 PA, as measured by two nonintercepting toroids [20]. 
Each of our three data points was taken at a different 
beam energy. This energy was first determined by a spe- 
cial reference dipole on a separate beam line during the 
tuning of the beam while its final and more precise value 
was obtained after the experiment through the analysis of 
the elastic electron peak in OHIPS (see Sec. IIIA). The 
energy spread of the beam was kept lower than 0.3% by 
the use of appropriate defining slits along the beam path. 
Several sensors monitored the beam position and spot 
size just upstream of the LD2 target. A scintillating 
Be0  target and a secondary emission monitor made of 
an aluminium foil having a rectangular aperture of 9 mm 
(horizontal)x7 mm (vertical) were used to prevent mis- 
alignment of the beam with respect to the target position. 
an insulated grid of two horizontal foils separated by 3 
mm and two vertical wires separated by 5 mm defined 
the minimum beam spot size that could be delivered to 
prevent excessive current density in the target cell. A 
missing signal in one or more wires or excessive current 
on the secondary emission monitor would sound an alarm 
and could be used to disable the electron gun at the ac- 
celerator source. In addition, signals induced in a cavity 
of the traveling wave type gave redundant information 
on the beam position and were displayed in the counting 
room. The beam spot size at the target was adjusted to 
about 7 mm (horizontal) x 5 mm (vertical). 
Downstream of the target, the beam traveled through 
a widening vacuum pipe to an encaved beam dump. Spe- 
cial care was taken to shield heavily the detectors from 
this beam pipe and from the beam dump. 
B. Liquid deuterium target 
Based on a previously used design [21], a closed loop 
system containing 9.5 liters of circulating liquid deu- 
terium was used as the primary target in the experiment. 
The target loop was constructed of stainless steel except 
for the target section which was built from aluminium. 
The wall thickness at the target section at beam level 
was 0.63 mm. The target length along the beam was 7 
cm, and its width 2 cm. Along the direction of the scat- 
tered electrons and deuterons, the target was collimated 
to a useful length of 5 cm with tungsten blocks to remove 
background events originating from the entrance and exit 
parts of the target wall. 
A 200 W refrigeration system consisting of a two-stage 
compressor and a Koch model 1420 cryogenic expansion 
refrigerator provided cold gaseous helium to a counter- 
flow heat exchanger in the target loop, in order to cool 
and to maintain the liquid at low temperature. Two 
vane-axial fans circulated the liquid through the loop at a 
speed of about 2 m/s. At this speed and at a beam repeti- 
tion rate of 600 Hz, a given parcel of liquid would move by 
about 4.8 mm between successive beam pulses. There- 
fore, at most only two beam pulses would be incident 
on a given parcel of liquid; this parcel would be quickly 
dispersed through the bulk liquid due to the highly tur- 
bulent flow (Reynolds number approximately 200 000). 
Two heaters provided a constant or variable heat load to 
adjust the operating conditions. The loop was equipped 
with various temperature and pressure sensors and a liq- 
uid level sensor. 
An 8085-microprocessor based system was used to con- 
trol and monitor the operation of the target. Information 
from the temperature sensors and pressure transducers 
was transferred to a pVAX for recording on tape and 
display as a function of time for long-term monitoring. 
The measured value of the beam current was used to  ad- 
just automatically, with the heaters, the total thermal 
load to a preset value. 
The target was operated at around 20 K for a total 
heat load of 100 W. An average beam current of 20 pA 
deposited about 60 W in the target. The operating pres- 
sure was 1 to 2 atm. Under these conditions, there was 
no evidence for local boiling along the beam path up to 
30 pA of beam average intensity, as monitored by the 
electron counting rates. 
More details about the deuterium handling and control 
systems can be found in [18,22]. 
C. Electron spectrometer 
The scattered electrons were detected in the One Hun- 
dred Inch Proton Spectrometer (OHIPS), which consists 
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of a quadrupole doublet and a dipole. Each quadrupole 
has an aperture radius of 30.5 cm and a physical length 
of 61 cm. The dipole, which bends electrons by 90' in 
the vertical direction, has an arc radius of 2.54 m. The 
magnetic field of the dipole was measured using a Raw- 
son probe. The magnets along with the shielded detec- 
tors are assembled into a single structure mounted on air 
pads. The drift distance between the target and the first 
quadrupole was adjusted to give the maximal solid an- 
gle of 18 msr (f 30 mrad in the horizontal plane, f 155 
mrad in the vertical plane). The quadrupole magnets 
were successively focusing and defocusing in the verti- 
cal dispersive plane. The optics provided point-to-point 
focusing in both planes. 
The OHIPS detection system consisted of a VDCX 
(vertical drift chamber crossed [23]) and two scintilla- 
tors SO and S 1  (71.1 cmx20.3 cmx0.5 cm), all tilted 
along the focal plane direction. A third scintillator S2 
(63.5 cmx17.8 cmx3.8 cm) was placed in a horizontal 
position. The VDCX had two planes of orthogonal ac- 
tive wires. After amplification and discrimination, the 
signals from the wires were fed into a delay line. The 
measurement of the time elapsed between these signals 
and the coincidence of the scintillators allowed the par- 
ticle positions and angles to be reconstructed from the 
drift time in the chamber. 
The scintillators SO and S1 were used in the main trig- 
ger and provided time of flight (TOF) information be- 
tween both arms. The VDCX information was used only 
for tuning and to determine the beam energy (see Sec. 
111 A). 
D. Deuteron transport channel 
A magnetic transport channel was specially designed 
to transport recoil deuterons from the LD2 target to the 
polarimeter and to match the acceptance of OHIPS for 
elastic electrons, thereby maximizing the flux of tagged 
deuterons entering the polarimeter target. The channel 
consisted of a QQD-QQQD system (Fig. I ) ,  where Q 
stands for a quadrupole and D for a dipole. It was set 
a t  a fixed deuteron production angle of 41°. An interme- 
diate focus detection system (IFD) and, for our points 
at  Q = 4.22 and 4.62 fm-l, a carbon energy degrader 
(CED) were placed between the first dipole and the third 
quadrupole. Background protons with the same initial 
momentum as the recoil deuterons from e-d scattering 
lost a smaller amount of momentum in the CED, there- 
fore were bent less in the second dipole, and most did not 
enter the polarimeter LH2 target. The channel thus op- 
erated as a partial isotope separator. The energy degra- 
dation was also necessary because of the field limitation 
in the second dipole and to a lesser extent to have the 
deuteron energy fall within the energy range of maximum 
efficiency for the polarimeter. 
Both dipole magnets bent the deuterons by an angle 
BB = 35O but in opposite directions so that the bend in 
the second dipole cancelled most of the spin precession ef- 
fect due to the bend in the first dipole. The residual spin 
precession due t,o the energy loss of the deuterons pass- 
ing through various materials between the two dipoles 
(mostly IFD and CED), X = (yo, - yo, ) ( ~ l d  - (YD, 
is the usual relativistic y factor corresponding to the 
deuteron energy in each dipole), was at  most 3 mrad. 
Since the effect on the observables t k ,  is of order X 2 ,  it 
was neglected. 
The first three quadrupoles had an aperture diameter 
of 20.3 cm and a physical length of 61 cm. The last two 
quadrupoles and the second dipole were part of an exist- 
ing spectrometer at  Bates, assembled as a single struc- 
ture named Bigbite [24]. The Bigbite quadrupoles had 
an aperture diameter of 20.3 cm and a physical length of 
38.1 cm. The Bigbite dipole had a gap of 25.4 cm and a 
physical length of 101.6 cm. The first dipole had a gap 
of 15.2 cm and a physical length of 91.4 cm. The field 
maps of all these magnets were measured for a proper 
channel design and the field probes of the dipoles were 
calibrated to the experiment. A vacuum chamber 
with windows made of kapton was installed in the QQD 
system. Because of an accident, it was replaced for our 
last two data points by a plastic bag filled with helium 
gas. Such a bag was placed as well in the second half of 
the deuteron channel (QQQD). 
The QQD and QQQD systems were each designed to 
have point-to-point focusing using the computer code 
TRANSPORT [25]. A more detailed study of the trans- 
mission of deuteron flux in the channel was done using 
the Monte Carlo code REVMOC [26] which took into ac- 
count not only the optics of the channel up to second 
order, but also the effects of magnet apertures, energy 
losses and straggling, multiple scattering, nuclear elastic 
scattering and nuclear absorption. All materials from the 
LD2 target up to the entrance of the LH2 target in the 
polarimeter were included in the simulation. 
A distribution of recoil deuterons originating from e-d 
scattering at  the LD2 target was generated using a Monte 
Carlo code. In generating the deuteron distribution, the 
code took into account the target length, the shape of 
the electron beam profile, the incident electron beam en- 
ergy and its spread, the energy loss of the electrons in 
LD2 and the differential elastic cross section for e-d scat- 
tering. The deuteron distribution generated by this code 
was then used as input for REVMOC. REVMOC was used to 
optimize the ratio R of the number of deuterons entering 
the polarimeter LH2 target to the number of deuterons 
coming from e-d scattering by varying the field strengths 
of the quadrupoles or the drift distances between the 
magnetic elements. The ratio R was thus predicted to 
be about 27% and relatively independent of the deuteron 
energies a t  our three Q values. Deuterons were lost in 
the channel due to its finite transverse dimensions (24% 
of unavoidable mismatch with the electron spectrometer, 
24% in the transmission), multiple scattering (8--14%), 
nuclear absorption (10-20%), and elastic nuclear scatter- 
ing (2.5%). Experimentally, the ratio R was found to 
range from 23 to 34% by comparing the measured e-d 
event rate to the calculated rate from the known cross 
section and from the OHIPS solid angle. 
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E. Intermediate focus detection 
The IFD was placed after the QQD magnetic focus 
point. I t  consisted successively of two multiwire propor- 
tional chambers (MWPC's), a hodoscopoe of ten small 
scintillators and an intermediate focus large scintillator 
(IFS). A lead collimator was placed between the two 
MWPC's in order to cut some of the proton flux down- 
stream, while the carbon energy degrader (CED) was 
placed between the hodoscope and IFS. 
Each MWPC had two active planes of 96 active wires 
each, with a 2 mm spacing, read out using a LeCroy 
PCOS I11 system. The MWPC's were used to tune the 
first half of the deuteron channel at the beginning of each 
run. During the run, they were used only to monitor 
this tune, but the particle trajectory at the IFD was not 
reconstructed in the data analysis because of a high hit 
multiplicity on the wires. The instantaneous count rates 
on the whole IFD were up to 1 MHz per pA of the average 
beam intensity. 
The IFS (15.24 cmx15.24 cmx0.32 cm) was used only 
during the run taken at the lowest luminosity (the lowest 
Q point), in coincidence with signals from the hodoscope. 
Each hodoscope scintillator had dimensions of 1.25 
cmx 10 cmx0.3 cm. A 2.54 cm Hamamatsu R1450 ~ h o -  
tomultiplier was connected to each scintillator through a 
fiber optics light guide. The hodoscope was used to pro- 
vide a trigger to the MWPC's and to identify deuterons 
by pulse height information and by time of flight (TOF) 
measurements between OHIPS and the IFD and between 
the IFD and the polarimeter. 
F. Polarirneter 
As mentioned previously, a second scattering was re- 
quired to measure the polarization of the deuterons. 
The polarized deuterons coming from e-d scattering 
were transported through the deuteron transport chan- 
MULTlWlRE CHAMBERS 
nel to the Alberta High Efficiency Analyzer for Deuterons 
(AHEAD) polarimeter. The AHEAD polarimeter (Fig. 
2) consisted of two front end (FE) MWPC's to recon- 
struct incident tracks, an LH2 target to provide the sec- 
ond scattering, two cylindical wire chambers (CWC's) to 
reconstruct tracks of outgoing particles (a proton and/or 
a deuteron), and segmented AE-E scintillators to iden- 
tify detected particles. The polarimeter was capable of 
measuring both the vector (zero in the case of e-d scatter- 
ing) and tensor components of the polarization. It was 
designed to cover a complete angular range of 360' in 
azimuthal angles cp and of 17" to 90' in polar scattering 
angles, corresponding to the angular range 30' to 160° 
in the d-p elastic scattering center of mass angle 0. The 
design, construction and calibration of the AHEAD po- 
larimeter have been described in a previous paper [16]. 
Only the major components will be described here, with 
special attention to details relevant for this experiment. 
Incident deuterons entering the polarimeter first 
passed through two thin FE plastic scintillators (15.2 
cmx 15.2 cmx0.3 cm) which provided a trigger to the 
two FE multiwire proportional chambers. Each cham- 
ber had x and y planes of 192 wires with 1 mm spacing 
and 96 wires with 2 mm spacing, respectively. A LeCroy 
PCOS I11 system was used to read out the MWPC's. 
The LH2 target had a diameter of 10 cm and a length 
of 27 cm. It protruded horizontally into the detector 
assembly for proper scattering angle coverage. In order 
to minimize energy losses of the scattered particles, the 
LH2 target wall was constructed from 0.25 mm mylar and 
the surrounding vacuum jacket was made of a 1-mm-thick 
spun aluminum domed snout. 
The trajectories of the scattered particles, deuterons 
and protons, exiting the LH2 target were measured by 
two cylindrical wire chambers (CWC's). The inner and 
outer CWC's had radii of 8.62 cm and 17.62 cm and 
lengths of 68.5 cm and 92.0 cm, respectively. The CWC's 
walls were also designed to minimize energy loss of the 
scattered particles and were built of polyurethane foam 
CYLINDRICAL WIRE CHAMBERS 
E-COUNTER 
\ LIQUID HYDROGEN 1 'AE-COUNTER 
FIG. 2. Schematic view of the AHEAD polarimeter, (a) along the incident deuteron direction, (b) in the transverse plane. 
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cylinders pressed between graphite coated kapton foils. 
The stainless steel anode wires were strung longitudinally 
along the cylinder in a U shape, with signal amplifiers 
mounted a t  the upstream end of the CWC's. A pulser 
input was installed a t  the center of each wire at  the down- 
stream end of the CWC's for amplifier calibration and 
testing. The particle position along the wire was mea- 
sured using a charge division method. With the CWC's 
operating in the limited streamer mode, a resolution of 
about 1 cm (FWHM) was achieved at  the wire center, 
deteriorating to about 4 cm a t  the end. Each half wire 
was placed in a cell (0.9 cmx0.9 cm) which was separated 
from the neighboring cell using kapton ribbon, sprayed 
with graphite, and strung longitudinally between the two 
cylindrical polyurethane walls. The chambers were filled 
with a gas mixture of 20% argon and 80% isobutane and 
operated a t  a negative high voltage of 3200 V on the cath- 
ode walls. Lecroy FASTBUS ADC's were used to digitize 
the output charge from custom amplifiers 1161 and the 
data were transferred to a CES 2180 STARBURST fast 
processor. 
The CWC assembly was surrounded by two concentric 
layers of segmented plastic scintillators 1.5 m in length. 
The first layer consisted of thin scintillators (3 mm thick) 
to provide a A E  signal and the second layer of thick 
(7.6 cm) NEllO plastic scintillators (E) to absorb the 
remaining energy of the scattered particles that passed 
the A E  scintillators. The A E  array was divided into 
6 scintillators while the E arrav had 18. Each scintil- 
lator was read a t  its downstream end by a photomulti- 
plier. The attenuation of the light signal in the scintilla- 
tor material was measured using radioactive sources and 
the measured attenuation factor was used to correct the 
measured signals in the data analysis. The raw analog 
signals were digitized using CAMAC ADC's and the sta- 
bility of the photomultipliers was monitored using a light 
pulse generated by LED'S. The A E  and E scintillators 
also provided TOF information from the FE scintillators. 
The CAMAC ADC and TDC modules were read by the 
STARBURST processor. 
During the run taken at  the lowest Q value, an excess 
of background protons was observed in the polarimeter 
detectors in the horizontal plane. To prevent pileup and 
false asymmetry measurement, tungsten blocks were in- 
serted in front of the polarimeter for runs at  the two high- 
est Q values where the two hot spots had been observed. 
For this purpose, the whole assembly of the CWC's and 
the AE-E scintillators had to be moved downstream by 
6.1 cm with respect to the LH2 target. 
G .  Trigger electronics and data acquisition 
The trigger electronics logic was organized to sort and 
label four types of events, ordered in the following hierar- 
chy of priority: (i) Pulser events monitored the stability 
of the CWC's and the AE-E scintillators. (ii) A coinci- 
dence from OHIPS, IFD, the first F E  scintillator and any 
caused the F E  scintillators to fire but did not trigger any 
of the AE counters, meaning that there was no scatter- 
ing in the LH2 target. These events were prescaled. (iv) 
A prescaled number of OHIPS singles events were used 
for tuning purposes. 
During test runs, the elastic e-d events were easily iden- 
tified in TOF distributions, one between OHIPS and FE, 
the other one between IFD and FE. The background pro- 
tons were uniformly distributed in the first variable, since 
they did not correspond to real coincidences between the 
two arms, but appeared as a clearly separated peak in 
the IFD-FE TOF spectrum. During data taking the pro- 
tons were removed at the trigger level by a tight time 
coincidence between IFD and FE. 
A pVAX I1 workstation was used, in conjunction with 
the acquisition program "Q" [27], to acquire and store 
data from events and horn various scalers onto magnetic 
tape. It also processed and displayed some of the data 
on-line. 
111. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
A. Electron-deuteron scattering 
The elastic e-d events were easily selected by redundant 
cuts in TOF OHIPS-FE distributions and in pulse height 
spectra in F E  and IFD hodoscope scintillators (Fig. 3). 
An empty target measurement showed no significant con- 
tribution of deuterons to the same spectra. 
The only physical process which could imitate an e-d 
scattering is yd -+ r o d :  the photon would originate from 
the very end of the Bremsstrahlung spectrum emitted by 
the beam as it traverses the target, and the r0 could re- 
sult. via its 27 decay and subsequent photon conversion, 
of the 6 A E  counters defined a polarimeter event (POL). 0 - 
(iii) A coincidence from OHIPS, IFD, and the first FE FIG. 3. FE pulse height vs OHIPS-FE-TOF (arbitrary 
scintillator defined front end (FE) events because they units). The peak corresponds to e-d events. 
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TABLE I. Experimental and analysis conditions. The average energies incident on the polarime- 
ter (both for the experiment and for the calibration) are followed by the range of corresponding 
vertex energies. A E ~  is the spread in deuteron incident energy for the Bates data. 
Q (fm-') 3.78 4.22 4.62 
AQsyst (fm-') 10.02 10.04 &0.02 
CED thickness (cm) 0 1.13 4.0 
EZO' (MeV) 133(61-120) 160(106-150) 
A E ~  (MeV) 14.3 16.5 23.0 
Calibration data 120(81-110) 145(111-135) 
145(91-130) 170(126-150) 
Particle identification AE-E or AE-FE TOF A E- E ( E  signal required) 
Chamber cut not applied applied 
cut angle independent angle dependent 
in the detection of a correlated high energy electron in 
OHIPS. This contribution is kinematically at the very 
limit of our acceptance and was estimated to be negligi- 
ble. 
The position of the electron peak in OHIPS from e- 
d events was used to give a determination of the beam 
energy [using Eq. (1) with corrections for the electron 
energy losses in the target]. Another determination of 
E, was provided by previous calibrations of the nominal 
beam energy and, for our highest Q point, by a special 
calibration run: the same beam was steered onto another 
beam line where high resolution measurements of elastic 
scattering off various thin solid targets were performed 
[28]. The OHIPS analysis of e-d events yielded beam en- 
ergies slightly but systematically higher than the second 
method. Ee was arbitrarily chosen as the average be- 
tween the two values, while their difference gave ; mea- 
sure of the systematic error of this determination. Using 
kinematics, Q and 0, were determined from E, and the 
precisely known deuteron channel angle 0d. Systematic 
errors on Q estimated in this way appear in Table I. 
The mean energy of deuterons a t  the entrance of the 
polarimeter ( E ~ P O ' )  was measured by the field probe of 
the Bigbite dipole. It was confirmed by calculations of 
energy losses in the deuteron channel. 
B. Deuteron-proton scattering 
The yield for the scattering of tensor polarized 
deuterons in the AHEAD polarimeter is given by 
N(0, cp) = kNo(0, cp)[l+ t20Tzo(Q) + 2t21T21(0) cos (P 
+2t22T22 (0) COS 2cp1 , (17) 
where No is the yield for scattering of unpolarized 
deuterons. In theory [29], No is independent of 9; in prac- 
tice, a cp dependence will appear owing to experimental 
asymmetries such as misalignment of the deuteron beam 
with respect to the polarimeter axis and nonuniform dis- 
tribution of deuterons. The analyzing powers Tk, of the 
dp  scattering were measured in the Saturne calibration 
experiment [16] while the goal of this experiment was 
to extract the tensor moments tk, for deuterons coming 
from e-d scattering. k is an irrelevant normalization fac- 
tor. Equation (17) is valid provided the same selection of 
d-p events has been performed for the Bates and Saturne 
experiments, i.e., the same incident deuteron positions, 
angles and energies, and also the same cuts for the analy- 
sis of the polarimeter events. Since this was not the case, 
No was extracted from the calibration data, but properly 
weighted by the distribution of incident deuterons at the 
Bates experiment. This quantity will be referred to as 
the interpolated calibration data. 
Differences between the two experiments had to be 
dealt with in the data analysis: (i) the average deuteron 
energies at Bates (133 MeV for the lowest Q point, 160 
for the two other points) did not match any of the rele- 
vant calibration energies at Saturne (120, 145, 170 MeV). 
(ii) The incident deuteron energy spread was much larger 
at Bates than at Saturne; in addition to folding the po- 
larimeter response over some energy range, this had the 
consequence of smearing polarimeter data on which cuts 
were applied for d-p selection (see the EdiR quantity be- 
low). (iii) For the two highest Q points at Bates, the po- 
larimeter cylindrical detectors were shifted with respect 
to the LH2 target (see Sec. I IF) ,  resulting in a differ- 
ent acceptance. (iv) At Saturne, the FE chambers were 
delay-line chambers, subsequently changed at Bates to 
handle the counting rates; the Bates FE analysis had to 
process the 15-20 % multiple hits events. 
To account fully for the effect of the first three differ- 
ences and to generate the proper interpolated calibration 
data, a Monte Carlo code was written. The Saturne cal- 
ibration and the Bates experiment data were analyzed 
simultaneously. 
1. Polan'meter event selection 
First the position as given by the CWC's was cali- 
brated: pulser data were used to  adjust, when needed as 
a function of time, the relative gains of the two amplifiers 
at each wire end; proton-proton elastic scattering data 
taken in a special run at Bates determined the relative 
position of the two circular chambers by measuring the 
opening angle between the two scattered protons; the ab- 
solute positioning of the CWC's with respect to the LH2 
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target was determined using data taken with a collimated 
radioactive source. 
After a low cut on the total charge collected on each 
L, 
wire, all possible tracks resulting from the association of 
two hits in the inner and outer CWC's were considered. 
Tracks not originating from the target volume were re- 
jected. Only events with one or two good tracks were se- 
lected. The intersection between the scattered particle(s) 
\ ,  
and incident deuteron trajectories defined the vertex co- 
ordinates. In case of multiple hits in the F E  MWPC's 
the solution which gave the smallest distance between 
these trajectories was selected. Whenever this distance 
exceeded 3 cm, events were rejected. 
The energy scales of the AE and E counters were then 
adjusted. This was an iterative procedure because ener- 
gies were calculated for a given type of particle (protons 
or deuterons) and particle identification required the en- 
ergy calibration. For each A E  and E counter, a quantity 
Ediff was defined as the difference between the expected 
energy deposition and the measured value. The mea- 
sured value was corrected for position dependent light 
attenuation in the scintillator and multiplied by an ad- 
justable scale factor; the expected value was calculated 
using the nature of the particle, the scattering angle, d-p 
elastic scattering kinematics a t  the average incident en- 
ergy E(E:O', 2) corresponding to the actual vertex po- 
sition, and energy losses in all material from the vertex 
to the counter. The scale factors were adjusted to align 
all counters at  Ediff =O. For the Saturne calibration, 
scattered protons were used in this procedure, since elas- 
tically scattered deuterons had too small energies to be 
detected a t  the lowest calibration energy Ed = 120 MeV. 
For the Bates data, the resolution on Ediff was affected by 
the incident energy spread and a proton Ediff peak was no 
longer clearly identified (Fig. 4); the energy scale factors 
were then adjusted using the Ediff spectra for deuterons. 
A small, but measured, correction was made to account 
for different amount of light generated by protons and 
deuterons in scintillators for the same energy loss. The 
width of the Bates Ediff spectra, when compared to the 
corresponding Saturne spectra, determined the incident 
deuterons' energy spread at  Bates (see Table I) .  
The separation between protons and deuterons was ob- 
tained using differential energy loss versus total energy 
deposited and total energy deposited versus FE-AE TOF 
[Fig. 5(a)] correlations for the lowest Q point. For the 
two highest Q points, only the first of these two cor- 
relations [Fig. 5(b)] was used since the TOF was not 
available from the calibration data. For the remainder of 
the analysis, only polarimeter events with one recoil pro- 
ton were considered, since these largely dominate over 
deuteron or deuteron-proton events in the useful kine- 
matical range 100° < 6 < 160" where the analyzing 
power Tzo is the largest [16] (see also Fig. 6).  
A cut on the Ediff distributions was applied to keep 
only elastic and slightly inelastic protons, since highly in- 
elastic (break-up) events exhibit smaller analyzing pow- 
ers. Before applying this cut to the Saturne data, the 
corresponding spectra were randomized using a Gaussian 
distribution to take into account the effect of the energy 
spread of the incident deuterons at  Bates. The Ediff cuts 
FIG. 4. Edia distributions for all E scintillators, from the 
E,P"' = 160 MeV Bates data, for (a) scattered deuterons, (b) 
scattered protons. See text for definitions. 
were chosen to be f 15 MeV for the Bates 133 MeV data 
and the Saturne 120 and 145 MeV data. For the Bates 
160 MeV data and the corresponding Saturne 145 and 
170 MeV data, an angle dependent cut was more ap- 
propriate since the Edia resolution depended on angles: 
protons with Edif f  > 10 to 40 MeV depending on their 
angle were rejected. 
As mentioned earlier, the cylindrical detection assem- 
bly was shifted downstream by 6.1 cm to accommodate 
shielding during the Bates experiment a t  E;"' = 160 
TOF (channe s )  
FIG. 5. Particle identification in AHEAD: (a) E-FE-AE 
TOF correlation for the run at Q = 3.78 fm-l. (b) A E - E  
correlation for the run at Q = 4.22 fm-l. 
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MeV (Q=4.22 and 4.62 fm-l). To ensure equal accep 
tance in both cases, cuts were applied a t  the upstream 
end of the CWC's position spectra for the Saturne data 
and at their downstream end for the Bates data. Be- 
cause of the finite position resolution of the chambers, 
these cuts were randomized; i.e., for each event a ran- 
dom cut normally distributed around the nominal value 
was applied. 
Table I summarizes the analysis conditions. 
The deuteron center-of-mass angle 0 was calculated 
born the angle between the incident and recoil trajecto- 
ries assuming elastic d-p scattering. The d-p events were 
then characterized by the incident deuteron average en- 
ergy EZO', the vertex position (p ,  $, Z in cylindrical coor- 
dinates), the scattering angles ( 0 , ~ )  and the EdiR value 
which for protons is a measure of the inelasticity of the re- 
1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ' ' ~ ' I ' ~ ' ~ I  
0.4 
160 MeV 
0.2 x = = $  
action. The sensitivity of the polarimeter response to the 
incident deuterons' angle with respect to  the polarimeter 
axis was found negligible and this information was not 
used subsequently. Because of the relatively small num- 
ber of events, the Bates data could not be binned on all 
above variables and compared bin by bin to the Saturne 
calibration data. For each Bates point, only the variables 
0 and cp could be kept in the final analysis of Sec. I11 B 3. 
A proper account of folding over unwanted variables is 
described below. Formal considerations about this pro- 
cedure are given in the Appendix. 
I .  Monte  Carlo procedure 
A Monte Carlo routine [16,18] was used to calculate 
the effect of geometry, multiple scattering, wire chamber 
resolution, and absorption. Effective, unnormalized, an- 
gular distributions of the differential cross sections u ~ ( 0 )  
were extracted in an iterative procedure as the ratio of 
the Saturne data to the simulated acceptance. Due to the 
incident deuteron energy loss in the LH2 target, the ver- 
tex energy E(E:"', Z)  varied in a wide enough range to 
allow for consistency checks for calibration runs at differ- 
ent energies Ed (see Fig. 11 in [16]) and to determine the 
effective cross sections to be used for the Bates energies. 
These in turn had to be weighted with the proper energy 
distribution to generate interpolated calibration data for 
the whole 27-cm-long target corresponding to the Bates 
incident energy E:". The energy weighted factors W(E)  
were obtained in 5 MeV bins in the same way as the effec- 
tive cross sections uE(8). As the deuterons travel down 
the target, their absorption is compensated by the ef- 
fect of increasing cross section with decreasing energy, so 
that the W(E)  factors turned out to be nearly constant 
for the Saturne data at 145 and 170 MeV, as well as for 
the Bates data at 133 and 160 MeV. Consequently, and 
for convenience, the W(E)  factors were taken from the 
Bates data instead of from the calibration data. The er- 
ror due to this procedure is negligible. After extracting 
the effective cross sections and the energy weighting fac- 
tors, interpolated calibration data No(0, cp) at 133 and 
160 MeV were generated using the Monte Carlo code. 
The spatial distributions of the incident deuteron beam 
were taken from a parametrization of the Bates FE events 
data. Gaussian distributions were used to represent the 
spread of the deuteron incident energy. On the basis of 
the REVMOC calculations, no correlation between posi- 
tion and energy of the incident deuterons was introduced. 
3. Extmction of tensor moments 
FIG. 6. Center-of-mass deuteron angle distributions for 
the analyzing power Tao, the Bates polarimeter data (open 
circles), the normalized interpolated calibration data (k&, 
dotted histogram), and the fitted distribution (N, solid his- 
togram). See Eq. (19) for notations. 
The yield of the scattering of tensor polarized 
deuterons measured in this experiment, N,,,, was fitted 
using Eq. (17) with k and tk ,  as bee parameters. Due 
to the large angular dependence of the analyzing power 
Tzo ( O ) ,  this method avoids the necessity of measuring the 
normalization factor k. Had Tzo been a constant (as for 
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TABLE 11. Experimental results for the three tensor moments and their statistical errors, with 
associated X Z  per degree of freedom. 
example in a previous t zo  measurement [31), then t zo  and 
k would have been completely correlated and the abso- 
lute normalization would have had to be determined in 
both the experiment and the calibration. 
The analyzing powers are nearly independent of en- 
ergy [16] and were readily interpolated from the calibra- 
tion energies. The yields for the Bates data and the in- 
terpolated calibration data covered the angular ranges 
100" < 8 < 160" and 0' < cp < 360°, each divided into 
12 bins. Since some of the bins in the Bates data con- 
tained very few counts, Poisson statistics had to be used 
and the best estimates of the four parameters k and tkq  
were obtained by minimizing the quantity [30] 
where N ( j )  is given by Eq. (17). X :  is expected to 
follow a X 2  distribution with 139 degrees of freedom. The 
minimization was carried out numerically using the code 
MINUIT (311 (for an  analytical illustration of the method 
in the case of normal statistics and with no azimuthal 
dependence of No,  see Ref. [32]). The results are given 
in Table 11. The values of X: are strong indications that 
the polarimeter response was well understood both for 
the Saturne and the Bates data. To show the quality of 
the fit, Eq. (17) can be summed over the 12 cp bins to 
yield 
with the notation N(0) r C9 bins N ( 8 ,  cp); the equality 
holds only if No is cp symmetric. Figure 6 illustrates the 
comparison between the Bates data and the fitted distri- 
bution n/. For negative tZ0 ,  the behavior of the analyzing 
power Tzo has the effects of enhancing the yield for the 
angular region 100°-1350 and reducing it in the region 
135"-160". The enhancement and reduction in the yield 
of the Bates data relative to the unpolarized interpolated 
calibration data can be clearly seen in Fig. 6. Further- 
more, for the two points at  Q = 4.22 and 4.62 fm-', 
the interpolated calibration data are the same (except 
for very small changes due to different F E  distributions). 
The change of shape of the Bates data between these 
two points is visible and translates into t zo  (4.62 fm-l, 
76.7') - tZ0(4.22 frn-l,78.7") = 0.41 with a systematic 
error due only to the knowledge of the analyzing power 
T20 and with a statistical error easily deduced from Ta- 
ble 11. In other words, the slope of t zo  as a function of 
Q can be seen here, independently of most systematic 
errors affecting the normalization. 
Systematic uncertainties in tkq may result from: (i) 
the interpolated calibration data No obtained from the 
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, (ii) the analyzing powers 
Tkq,  and (iii) the Bates data Nexp.  The systematic uncer- 
tainties due to parameters used in the MC code were es- 
timated by generating new interpolated calibration data 
for different values of a particular parameter within rea- 
sonable limits. keeping the values of the other parameters 
fixed. The tensor moments tkq were then extracted using 
the new interpolated calibration data, and their differ- 
ence fro111 the nominal tkq was taken as the systematic 
uncertainty due to that particular parameter. The proce- 
TABLE 111. Systematic errors in the tensor moments. Only the separate contributions to sys- 
tematic uncertainties in t z o  are shown. The first five uncertainties come from the generation of the 
interpolated calibration data and analyzing powers. The next three originate from the analysis of 
the Bates data. The total uncertainties result from a sum in quadrature of individual contributions. 
Source Uncertainty in t z o  at Q= 
3.78 fm-I 4.22 fm-' 
Central energy of incident deuteron +3 MeV 0.05 0.04 
Energy spread of incident deuteron 1 7  MeV 0.01 0.02 
Upstream positions of CWC's 10.5 cm 0.02 0.04 
Downstream positions of CWC's &l cm 0.06 0.03 
Interpolated T z o  0.05 0.03 
z vertex cut +3 cm 0.03 0.05 
Edie cut 1 2  MeV 0.03 0.04 
6.1 cm chamber cut i l  cm 0.04 
Statistical uncertainty in Tzo 0.02 0.01 
Absolute beam polarization at Saturne 0.04 0.03 
Total svstematic uncertaintv in 
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dures for determining the other sources of errors [points 
(ii) and (iii) above] were similar, but this time changing 
only the Tkq and N,,,, respectively. The results for the 
systematic uncertainties in t20 are tabulated in Table 111. 
The total systematic uncertainties from different sources 
for each Q point were combined in quadrature and are 
also given, for the three tensor moments tk,, in the table. 
The tzl and tz2 results a t  Q = 3.68 fm-' appear to be 
inconsistent with the rest of the data, being two standard 
deviations away hom expectations (see Sec. V). This was 
traced to an abnormally high number of counts in two 
consecutive cp bins (60'-120'). No plausible explanation 
was found for this effect, but it was checked that the 
determination of tzo was not affected, since this anomaly 
did not reflect itself in the B distribution. 
IV. DETERMINATION OF THE CHARGE FORM 
FACTORS 
As mentioned above, the magnetic dipole form factor 
GM can be extracted directly from cross-section mea- 
surements. tzo and the longitudinal structure function 
A provide two different combinations of Gc ,  GQ, and 
GM, and can be used to separate the monopole and the 
quadrupole form factors. The three equations (9)-(11) 
may be inverted to  solve for the deuteron form factors 
in terms of A, B, and t20. Since these equations are 
quadratic, they admit, in general, two solutions. The 
normalization conditions (14) and a requirement of con- 
tinuity in the slope of the form factors a t  the point where 
the two solutions cross (x = 1) were imposed to select the 
proper solution. A small complication arises when mea- 
sured tzo points lie outside the physical region, a quite 
probable situation in the vicinity of the minimum of tZo: 
the solutions of the system then yield unphysical, com- 
plex values of the form factors. 
The separation of the deuteron form factors was then 
performed for each Q value by minimizing [31] the quan- 
tity 
where AP and BP are obtained from parametrizations [33] 
of the world data for these structure functions, and t& 
are the measured values of the tensor polarization; AA, 
AB, and Atzo (statistical and systematic uncertainties 
added in quadrature) are the corresponding uncertain- 
ties. Note that our parametrization of A [33] gives a 
very small weight to the SLAC data [I] which would fa- 
vor a 40% higher value at  our highest Q point. The two 
other tensor moments tzl and tz2 determined in this ex- 
periment were not used in this calculation because they 
do not constrain significantly the final results. Once the 
individual form factors were determined, the quantities 
i20 and t20(6e = 70') were calculated from Eqs. (16) and 
(11) for the sake of comparison of our results with previ- 
ous data and with theory. Here again, a special procedure 
was necessary for data points lying outside the physical 
region: the amount by which the reconstructed quan- 
tities i20 and tZ0(7o0) extend beyond the physical limit 
was taken to be proportional to the amount by which the 
measured tZ0 extend beyond that limit. The result of this 
calculation, performed for our data points as well as for 
previous measurements (except for one point [6] because 
of its very large uncertainty), are given in Table IV. The 
errors in Gc and GQ are greatly correlated because of 
the high precision in the measurement of A. Hence, for 
our last two points where [Gel is very small, the errors 
on GQ come from the errors on A while the errors on Gc 
are mostly determined by the errors on t20 (the reverse 
is true at  low values of Q). 
In our four-momentum transfer range, the rise of tzo 
horn its minimum toward zero is a consequence of the 
change of sign of Gc (Table IV), giving the first experi- 
mental evidence of the existence of a node in the charge 
monopole form factor. Using a polynomial fit to our Gc 
values, this node was located at  Q = 4.39 f 0.16 fm-l. 
V. COMPARISON WITH THEORY 
Much theoretical work has been devoted to the cal- 
culation of the deuteron electromagnetic form factors. 
u 
A P - ~ ( ~ C , ~ Q , ~ M ) ] 2  + [ B P - ~ ( ~ M ) 1 2  Whether the interest lies in determining the neutron- 
xb= [ Aa A B  proton force that binds the deuteron, extracting the 
poorly known electric form factor of the neutron, test- 
+ [t;b - t,o(Gc, GQ, GM, 0.1 
(20) ing descriptions of the meson-exchange currents (MEC), At20 seeking evidence for other degrees of freedom such as nu- 
TABLE IV. Calculated values of the three deuteron form factors, i 2 0  and tzo(70°) corresponding to all tzo measurements 
(statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature) to date, and using parametriaations AP and BP of the structure functions. - - 
Q (fm-'1 A* BP Gc G g  i2 t z o  (70' 1 Ref. 
0.988 (3.11f0.05) x lo-' (3.5310.18)~ lo-' 0.5502Z0.007 31.4f14.4 -0.30f0.14 -0.30f 0.14 141 
6.85f 2.68 -0.18k0.07 -0.18f0.07 
6.13f 0.90 -0.41zk0.06 -0.41f 0.06 
i4j 
4.43f 1.02 -0.5910.14 
[31 
-0.582Z0.13 (31 
2.16f 0.50 -0.79f0.18 -0.75f 0.16 (51 
1.842?,::0, -1.40+0.37 - 1.2610.32 (51 
0.482?::::: -1.45iz0.18 -1.23f 0.18 this work 
0.3152:;;:; -0.92zk0.18 -0.83f0.16 this work 
0.1892~:t~78 -0.42f0.21 -0.41f 0.18 this work 
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cleon resonances or quarks as constituents of the nucleus, 
understanding relativistic effects as nucleons move closer 
together, or reaching at  asymptotically high momentum 
transfer the perturbative regime of quantum chromody- 
namics, the variety of theoretical approaches reflects both 
the richness and the complexity of the problem. A recent 
review has been given by Mazufarov et al. [34]. Many dif- 
ferent model calculations have been developed to try to 
describe the A structure function as measurements have 
been performed to very high momentum transfer [I]. The 
observation of the first diffraction minimum in B(Q)  at  
Q cx 7.2 fm-' [2] provides severe constraints on all mod- 
els. Recently, high precision measurements of A(Q) in 
the low momentum transfer region [35] have been used 
to lower the uncertainty on the neutron electric form fac- 
tor and showed some evidence for relativistic effects even 
at  Q E 3 fm-l. The data from this experiment allow for 
the first time a significant comparison with the individual 
charge form factors. For this comparison, the different 
models will be classified as in Ref. [2]: nonrelativistic im- 
- - 
pulse approximation (NRIA) , meson-exchange currents 
(MEC) and isobar configurations (IC), relativistic im- 
pulse approximation (RIA), hybrid quark-hadron mod- 
els, Skyrmion models, and perturbative quantum chro- 
modynamics (PQCD). 
A. Nonrelativistic impulse approximation 
In the impulse approximation, the virtual photon ex- 
changed between the electron and the deuteron interacts 
with individual nucleons within the nucleus, and the elec- 
tromagnetic form factors of the nucleons are assumed to 
be the same as for free nucleons. This last hypothesis 
was recently discussed and found reasonable [36]. Non- 
relativistically, the coupling of the photon to the charges 
yields for Gc, GQ, and part of GM a product of the 
isoscalar nucleon electric form factor with an integral of 
the S and D-state wave functions, while its coupling to 
the nucleon spins adds to GM a contribution proportional 
to the isoscalar nucleon magnetic form factor. The an- 
alytic expressions for the deuteron form factors in the 
NRIA may be found in many references [2,8-131. Even 
though the NRIA is not expected to give an exact result, 
its description is fair enough up to Q -. 4 fm-' to investi- 
gate in this approximation the effect of various nucleon- 
nucleon ( N N )  potentials and of various parametrizations 
of the poorly known neutron electric form factor G;. 
In the NRIA, Gc(Q) has a structure very similar to 
~ ( k ) ,  the S-state wave function in momentum space, 
with k, the momentum of the nucleons with respect to 
their center of mass, equal to Q/2 [7]. The weaker the 
short-range repulsion of the N N  potential, the more the 
node of v(k) and Gc(Q) will move to higher values, and 
the less steep the slope of tzo will appear. At the limit 
where the hard core disappears, the node moves to in- 
finity and ho remains lower than -I/&. N N  poten- 
tials developed in the last ten years (among others Paris 
[37], Argonne vlr [38], and Bonn [39]), all incorporate 
the main features of the N N  scattering data. But phase- 
shift equivalence does not imply equal potential or wave 
function, and therefore differences may manifest them- 
selves in the deuteron form factors. In the case of the 
so-called full Bonn potential (Bonn-E) [39], the calcu- 
lation must take care of its explicit energy dependence; 
this was done by Pauschenwein et al. [40] by applying 
to the original wave function $E the Perey transforma- 
tion $s = (1 - d v / d ~ ) ' / ' $ ~ ,  which is an effective way of 
carrying out the necessary modification of the current op- 
erator (see also Ref. [41]). As for the energy-independent 
versions of the Bonn potential (Bonn-Q, Bonn-R) [39], 
Desplanques argued that they should not have been de- 
rived with the requirement to reproduce as much as pos- 
sible the D-state probability of the full model and cau- 
tioned about their use wherever the deuteron D wave is 
involved [41], which is certainly the case for tzO. Cal- 
culations of the deuteron form factors and e-d observ- 
ables in the NRIA have been performed by many authors 
[40,42-461, and some are shown in Fig. 7. I t  is remark- 
able that the NRIA gives a good description of the data 
at  these intermediate momentum transfers. 
Desplanques and Amghar [47] recently explored the 
possibility that some of the N N  interaction models may 
be equivalent up to a unitary transformation. Quanti- 
ties where the N N  system couples to an external probe 
FIG. 7 .  t z a ( B ,  = 7 0 ° ) ,  G c ,  and GQ calculated in the NRIA, 
using the Hohler nucleon form factors 1501. Solid line from 
Ref. [45] using the Paris potential, dotted line from [46] with 
the Argonne vl4 potential, dashed line from 1401 with the full 
Bonn-E potential. Data points have been extracted from t a o  
measurements as explained in Sec. IV and in Table IV: open 
circles [4], filled circles (31, open squares [5], filled squares [this 
work]. Note that, for our data point at Q = 4.62 fm-', Gc is 
calculated to be negative (within statistical errors). 
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are affected by this transformation and should therefore 
be corrected accordingly. Once this is done, predictions 
made from different models tend to move closer to each 
other. 
Using a dispersion relation approach, Muzafarov and 
Troitskfi [43] calculated a deuteron wave function directly 
from the N N  scattering phase shifts. Their results for 
the deuteron form factors in NRIA are very close to cal- 
culations based on N N  potentials. Locher and &arc [48] 
determined the d-pn vertex function by a fit to the e-d 
observables A and B. Because this calculation is per- 
formed within NRIA and presupposes that no correction 
to NRIA is needed, its validity may be questionable. Nev- 
ertheless, within their model, their fit of B was improved 
when the recent Saclay data on A [35] were excluded from 
the data set, while our data are in favor of their t zo  pre- 
diction when the same Saclay data are included in the fit 
(dashed curve of Fig. 4 in [48]). 
Because of the above-mentioned factorization, the 
isoscalar nucleon electric form factor cancels in the ra- 
tio x and therefore in tzo [see Eqs. (15)-(16)l. In the 
NRIA, iZo is strictly independent of Gk. Because its 
magnetic contribution is small, t zO  is nearly independent 
of G;. The dependence of the individual form factors on 
G$ is illustrated in Fig. 8. This behavior may be seen 
in all models which go beyond the NRIA [17]. Note that 
the parametrization of Ref. [52] is not supported by new 
measurement of Gk [53]. 
B. Meson-exchange currents and isobar 
contributions 
Isoscalar meson exchange and the resulting additional 
coupling of the virtual photon to the deuteron are most 
easily depicted by the Feynman diagrams of Fig. 9. The 
most commonly used prescription to calculate the con- 
tributions of isoscalar MEC's to the deuteron form fac- 
tors is given by Gari and Hyuga (GH) [54] who derived 
MEC operators using a perturbative approach to evalu- 
ate these diagrams. Meson-nucleon vertex form factors 
and the large width of the p meson are important fea- 
tures included bv GH in their MEC formalism. For the 
pair and retardation (recoil+reorthonormalization) cur- 
rents, the pion contribution largely dominates over that 
of heavier mesons. In contradistinction with isovector 
exchange currents where the photon can couple directly 
to a pion in flight (thus leading to a very large contri- 
bution in some cases), the total number of pion lines at 
the photon vertex may only be odd in an isoscalar sys- 
tem because of G parity. The p 7 ~ ~  and w a y  diagrams 
are equivalent to three- and five-pion contributions and 
must be considered when calculating the deuteron form 
factors. 
Exchange current operators should be constructed to 
obey the continuity equation V . J + i [ H ,  p] = 0, where 
J and p are the current and charge operators of the sys- 
tem. Whenever the commutator of the N N  ~otent ial  
and of the single nucleon charge operator does not van- 
ish, a corresponding contribution to the two-body or ex- 
change current operator J must exist to fulfill the conti- 
nuity equation. This method however is not a complete 
procedure in the sense that exchange current operators 
which have a transverse character are not constrained by 
the continuity equation, and therefore by the N N  in- 
teraction: they are model dependent. The p r y  MEC 
is an example of a model-dependent exchange current. 
Most MEC calculations include various relativistic one- 
and two-body current contributions (RC) added pertur- 
batively to the NRIA results [55]. 
Figure 10 gives the results of some recent calculations 
of NRIA+MEC+RC [40,45,46,56]. As compared with 
NRIA (Fig. 7), the minimum of Gc is shifted to some- 
(a) (e) 
FIG. 8. Gg, Gc, and GQ calculated in the NRIA for dif- 
ferent nucleon form factors: Refs. [49] (solid curve), [50] (dot- FIG. 9. Meson exchange diagrams: (a) pair term, (b) re- 
ted), [51] (dashed), and [52] (dot-dashed). The Gg figure and coil, (c) reorthonormalization, (d) p ~ ? ,  (e) wu? (so far taken 
the calculations are from Ref. [45]. See Fig. 7 for data legend. into consideration only in Refs. [66,56,71]). 
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FIG. 10. t2o(7O0), Gc, and GQ calculated in the 
NRIA+MEC+RC, using the Hohler nucleon form factors [50] .  
Solid line from Ref. [45] using the Paris potential, dotted line 
from [46] with the Argonne v14 potential, and dashed line 
from [40] with the full Bonn-E potential. The dot-dashed 
curve includes isobar configurations [60]. See Fig. 7 for data 
legend. 
what lower Q values, as was noted by earlier calculations 
[11,42,54,57]. In most recent calculations, this shift is 
larger than our data would suggest, except in the case 
where the Bonn-E potential is used [40] and in the calcu- 
lation of Ref. 1451. In the latter however, the authors use 
a lower value (0.4) for the coupling constant g, than 
commonly accepted (0.56) and neglect the width of the 
p. This trend is in apparent contradiction with similar 
calculations in the three-body system where the isoscalar 
charge form factor extracted from e-3He and e-3H elastic 
scattering [58] is better reproduced with the same MEC 
contributiomas used for the deuteron 1591. 
Figure 11 illustrates our results for tzl and tz2,  together 
with the corresponding predictions using the deuteron 
form factors calculated in Ref. 1451. 
L ,  
Using a nonrelativistic reduction of current operators 
in the framework of a one-boson exchange (OBE) model, 
a more complete investigation of relativistic effects on 
e-d scattering was performed by Tamura et al. [56], con- 
sistently with the treatment of MEC. This calculation 
includes not only the above-mentioned relativistic correc- 
tions to the nuclear current but also the Lorentz boost 
of the center of mass of the nucleus. The agreement with 
our data is excellent. Completely relativistic calculations 
along the same line will be discussed in the next section. 
Isobar degrees of freedom may be taken into account 
FIG. 11. tzl and Our data are not corrected for dif- 
ferent electron angles (see Table 11). The calculations were 
performed for 0, = 78.7" using the form factors of Ref. 1451, 
NRIA (dashed curve), NRIA+MEC+RC (solid curve). 
by adding to the wave function explicit AA and NN* 
components. The complete deuteron wave function is 
obtained by solving a set of equations which express the 
coupling between these channels and the np channel (cou- 
pled channels). The deuteron form factors are then mod- 
ified, both in the NRIA, with the assumption that the 
isobars have form factors proportional to those of the 
nucleons, and in the MEC calculation where additional 
terms must be taken into account. One model [60] with 
very small isobar admixtures (0.36% distributed among 
four AA channels) is in good accord with the data (Fig. 
10). Another one [61] is derived within an R-matrix for- 
malism: outside a boundary radius ro, the deuteron is 
modeled as a mixture of baryon-baryon configurations, 
with a boundary condition a t  T O  originating from an as- 
sumed six-quark configuration inside the sphere of radius 
T O .  Within this calculation, the model with ro = 0.74 fm 
lies above the data and is almost indistinguishible from 
the dotted curve in Fig. 10. Increasing the radius to 
1.05 fm increases the amount of AA components from 
1.8 to 7.2 % and worsens the ameement with our data. - 
Another coupled-channels calculation based on the sepa- 
rable Graz I1 potential [62] yields 0.8% AA components 
in the deuteron and reproduces our data. 
C. Relativistic impulse approximation 
Relativistic covariant calculations of the deuteron form 
factors can be divided into two general approaches: "in- 
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stant form" and "front form," corresponding to two al- 
lowed forms of the representation of the Poincark group 
(choice of the infinitesimal generators) [63]; for each case 
the dynamics depend on the choice of the kinematic com- 
ponents of the four-momentum variable. Relativistic cal- 
culations based on the Bet he-Salpeter equation (BSE) 
are of the instant-form type while the front-form ap- 
proach (also called light-front quantum mechanics) is a 
type of Hamiltonian dynamics for a fixed number of par- 
ticles where the matrix elements of the nucleon current 
operator and the nucleon electromagnetic form factors 
are related by kinematic transformations. Most relativis- 
tic calculations do not include contributions from MEC's 
such as the p r y  process and are therefore referred to as 
relativistic impulse approximation (RIA). However the 
pair and retardation currents are included automatically 
in some models of RIA [64,65]. A fully relativistic analy- 
sis of the p r y  and way currents, calculated consistently 
with the NN dynamics within a relativistic quasipoten- 
tial one-boson-exchange model, has been done recently 
by Hummel and Tjon [66]. 
In order to achieve a manageable three-dimensional re- 
duction of the BSE, various prescriptions have been used 
in the literature, leading to different quasipotential equa- 
tions. The calculation of Arnold et al. 1641 assumes that 
the spectator nucleon is on the mass-shell while the inter- 
acting nucleon is off-shell. The deuteron-neutron-proton 
vertex is then described by four invariants, two of which 
correspond to the usual S- and D-state wave functions. 
The other two invariants are the 'P- and 3P-state wave 
functions, which appear because of the existence of extra 
degrees of freedom when the virtual interacting nucleon 
is in a negative energy state. A parameter X can be 
varied between 0 (pure pseudovector) and 1 (pure pseu- 
doscalar) for the boson-nucleon couplings used to gener- 
ate the wave function. Their results both for B(Q) and 
tzo are in favor of pure pseudovector coupling, where the 
RIA is closer to the NRIA (see Fig. 11 of 1641). 
Recently, Braun and Tokarev 1671 undertook a similar 
calculation though with a different, allegedly more rigor- 
ous, treatment of the integrand in the form factor inte- 
grals. The agreement with tzo is however slightly worse 
(Fig. 12f of Ref. 1671). 
Assuming that both nucleons are on the mass-shell, 
Krutov and ~ro i t sk i i  [68] found very small relativistic 
corrections to tzo, about 7% at Q = 4.5 fm-'. 
Bhalerao and Gurvitz [69] used another prescription, 
constructing the wave function of the deuteron by a com- 
bination of two functions, corresponding respectively to 
the case where the spectator, or struck, nucleon is on- 
shell. This leads to a somewhat too small slope of tzo. 
The limit where only the spectator nucleon is on shell is 
in better agreement with the data, as in Arnold et al. 
[641. 
Rupp and Tjon [70] obtained rigorous solutions of the 
BSE by using separable potentials. This class of po- 
tentials however, whether nonrelativistically (with the 
exception of [62]) or in their covariant generalizations, 
misses the general features of the charge form factor: 
the node is shifted to Q values of about 5.5 fm-l, much 
higher than the experiment. 
Hummel and Tjon [66] have performed a relativisti- 
cally covariant analysis of p r y  and way MEC's, which 
were treated consistently with the NN dynamics within 
a quasipotential one-boson-exchange (OBE) model. The 
perturbative treatment of MEC's in the nonrelativistic 
approach neglects the recoil corrections due to the kinetic 
energy of the nucleons. This approximation is not jus- 
tified a t  high momentum transfers. Hummel and Tjon 
derived the relativistic formulas for the p r y  and way 
current operators and evaluated their matrix elements 
using a relativistic OBE model with w ,  p, w, a, 77, and 
6 mesons. To do so, they resorted to a quasipotential 
approximation where the nucleons are treated on equal 
footing, by putting them equally far off the mass shell and 
setting the relative energy variable equal to zero. They 
find the p r y  contribution to the form factors to be much 
smaller than in the nonrelativistic case, and consequently 
the way, thus far never considered, is of comparable im- 
portance. Their results are displayed on Fig. 12. The 
RIA is seen to be in excellent agreement with the data, 
while the addition of the MEC changes the results by 
less than one experimental error bar. The p r y  and way 
contributions to GQ almost exactly cancel each other, 
while the way contribution to Gc is twice as large, with 
opposite sign, as the p r y  one. Similar relativistically 
covariant calculations have been performed by Devine 
[71], with equally good agreement with our data. In this 
work, it is noted that the zero relative energy quasipoten- 
l o 4 d  ; ; ; A 10-zo- 
(fin') Q (fm") 
FIG. 12. tzo(70°), Gc, and GQ in two relativistic calcu- 
lations; from [66]: RIA (dotted curve), RIA+pxy (dashed 
curve), RIA+pny + way (solid curve); the dot-dashed curve 
is RIA in light cone formalism from [72], using the Argonne 
ulr  potential. Both calculations use the H nucleon form factor 
[50]. See Fig. 7 for data legend. 
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tial constraint is inconsistent when used for both initial 
and final deuterons. Calculations using different approx- 
imations show small differences for p ry ,  way, and wqy 
MEC's, but significant differences for the RIA form fac- 
tors. A formalism based on the consistent zero relative 
energy constraint in the Breit frame has been derived and 
calculations based on this formulation are in progress. 
Relativistic models of front-form use the four-vector 
( t f r ,  x, y) as the kinematic variable, the four-momentum 
being then (E f p,,p,,p,). The equation of motion has 
a form similar to that of the nonrelativistic Schriidinger 
equation, with a relativistic wave function of the deuteron 
reiated to the nonrelativistic one in a simple way: 
qbre1(k) = (k2 + ~ j ) ~ / ~ $ , , , , , ~ ( k ) .  The tzo predictions in 
the light-cone or light-front quantum mechanics as cal- 
culated by Chung et al. [72] are shown in Fig. 12. Six 
different potentials were used in this calculation. The re- 
sults for tzo using the Reid soft core (RSC), Argonne vl4 ,  
and Paris potentials are in better agreement than those 
using any of the Bonn potentials (see however above re- 
marks and Refs. [40,41]). There are larger differences in 
Gc than in GQ among the three Bonn potentials. Frank- 
furt et al. [73] performed a similar calculation using the 
Paris potential and their result is very close to the result 
of Chung et al. 
D. Quark-hadron hybrid models 
When electron scattering involves higher momentum 
transfers, the deuteron is probed at smaller internucleon 
distances. The quark substructure of the nucleons should 
then manifest itself in observables, but a distinct signa- 
ture of quark effects in nuclei is still very elusive. Some 
calculations of the deuteron electromagnetic form factors 
explicitly take into account quark degrees of freedom. 
The deuteron structure is then described in hybrid mod- 
els which mix quark and nucleon degrees of freedom. 
The first class of such models assumes for the deuteron 
wave function a sum of two wave functions, a conven- 
tional NN wave function and a six-quark (6q) config- 
uration, but does not contain any dynamics to link the 
hadronic and the 69 components. Kobushkin and Shelest 
[74] write = ( Y $ ~ ~ + P $ ~ ~ ,  where qbnp is calculated from 
the Reid hard core potential while $6, is determined us- 
ing a relativistic oscillator quark model. The six quarks 
are all considered to be in an S state. The oscillator con- 
stant and the probability of the 69 admixture P2 were de- 
termined by fitting the then available data on A and B. 
They obtained P2 = 2.5%, but the 69 contribution to Gc 
is so large and positive that the node of this form factor 
disappears. This is in clear contradiction with our data. 
Burov and Dostovalov [75] had a similar approach, with 
the difference that the 69 component was restricted to a 
small sphere of radius 1 fm and that MEC contributions 
(at the nucleon level) were included in the calculation of 
the form factors. Their 69 admixture was 3.5% and Gc 
is also without a node (Fig. 13). Cheng and Kisslinger 
[76] took into account five different six-quark configura- 
tions, also within the relativistic oscillator quark model. 
Their result differs widely from the work in Refs. [74,75], 
since they do predict a node in Gc in the right Q range. 
Within these models, the form factors thus seem to be 
very sensitive to the 69 configurations being used. 
A smooth dynamical connection between the config- 
uration of two three-quark baryon clusters at  long dis- 
tances and a 69 configuration a t  short distance may be 
provided within the nonrelativistic quark-cluster model 
(QCM), using the resonating group method. The QCM 
is able to reproduce the repulsive nature of the NN in- 
teraction at  short distances, but the intermediate range 
attraction is included through two-pion exchange or a 
phenomenological a exchange. The long-range part of 
the interaction is given by OPEP between quarks. Ya- 
mauchi and Wakamatsu [77] demonstrated that it is 
rather ambiguous to speak about the 69 components in 
the deuteron independently of their relation to the NN 
component. They found that the (05)~ 69 contribution 
to the form factors is largely canceled by that of part 
of the S-wave NN term (the interference is here cru- 
cial) and calculate e-d observables which are very close 
to the NRIA. Only in the magnetic form factors do quark 
effects manifest themselves through the antisymmetriza- 
tion of quarks between the two clusters. Ito and Faessler 
[78] and Ito and Kisslinger [79] (Fig. 13) investigated 
quark exchange contributions to the form factors: the 
impulse one-body current operators consist of a direct 
FIG. 13. tzo(7O0), G c ,  and GQ as predicted by quark 
models. From Ref. [80], NRIA+x-pair MEC (dashed 
curve), same+quark interchange (solid curve); from Ref. [79], 
with quark cluster size 0.50 fm (dotted curve) and 0.55 fm 
(dot-dashed curve). The long-dashed curve corresponds to 
the prediction of Ref. [75] for i z o .  See Fig. 7 for data legend. 
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term (the coupling of the virtual photon to a quark in 
a cluster) and two exchange terms, where two quarks 
from different clusters are interchanged (the virtual pho- 
ton then couples either to a spectator quark or to an 
interchanged quark). They get a reasonable description 
of the observables in our four-momentum transfer range. 
The connection between antisymmetrization in [77] and 
quark exchange in [78,79] is not completely clear. Buch- 
man et al. [80] improved such calculations by including 
contributions from two-body pion and gluon exchange 
currents on the quark level. Quark exchange is found to 
have a small effect on tzo, so that, as in conventional cal- 
culations, the model of Gc is shifted to lower values of 
Q because of the .rr pair contribution (Fig. 13). 
Six-quark and hadronic configurations may also be 
linked in an R-matrix formalism through a boundary 
condition matching the wave functions at a given radius. 
The above-mentioned work of Blunden et al. [61] did not 
examine the contribution of the 69 components to the 
form factors. This was done by Dijk and Bakker [81]: 
the 6q component of $ J ~  was parametrized and adjusted 
to  fit the structure functions A and B. Their prediction 
for tzo is in good agreement with our data. 
E. Skyrmion model 
In the Skyrme model [82], baryons are identified 
with soliton solutions (Skyrmions) of a Lagrangian con- 
structed on an SU(2) field U(r) = e x p [ i ~  . e d ( ~ ) ] .  7 is 
the nucleon isospin operator and d( r )  is called the chiral 
angle, a function which satisfies an equation of motion 
of the underlying Lagrangian. The isoscalar electromag- 
netic current operator J *  is proportional to the anoma- 
lous baryon current operator Bp, which depends on the 
fields U of the Lagrangian but not on their interaction: 
Nyman and Riska [83] predicted the deuteron electro- 
magnetic form factors within the Skyrme model with the 
following assumptions: 8 ( r )  was not derived £rom an ex- 
plicit Lagrangian model, but adjusted to reproduce the 
isoscalar nucleon form factor. To represent the deuteron, 
a product ansatt of two soliton fields was used: 
U(r1, rg; T )  = U(T - r ~ ) U ( r  - r2) , (22) 
where rl and 7-2 are the coordinates of the centers of the 
two solitons and r is the point of interaction with the 
electromagnetic field. Inserting Eq. (22) into Eq. (21), 
the current operator for the deuteron can be expressed 
as a sum of one- and two-body operators: 
where Jp ( r  - ri) is the isoscalar current operator of sin- 
gle nucleons and J[!, is an irreducible two-body exchange 
current operator. This exchange current in the Skyrme 
model has been formally identified [84] with the conven- 
tional pry MEC. The extended structure of the nucleons 
is taken into account automatically in the construction of 
the operators, so that no phenomenological cutoff form 
factors a t  the meson-nucleon vertices are needed. Nyman 
and Riska did not introduce any dynamics in the Skyrme 
model: the deuteron wave functions needed to calculate 
the matrix elements of the current operator J p  must be 
taken from another dynamical model, and they chose to 
use the wave function generated conventionally from the 
Paris NN potential (the differences in the predicted form 
factors when using the RSC potential are small). Their 
results are shown in Fig. 14 to be in fair agreement with 
our data. As is the case for the conventional nonrela- 
tivistic results, the minimum of Gc is shifted to lower 
momentum transfer with respect to that of the IA result. 
However, the contribution of the two-body exchange cur- 
rent operator has a larger effect on the calculated G Q .  
Braaten and Carson [85] consider the previous result 
fortuitous: they criticized the product ansatt of Eq. (22) 
and the resulting additivity of the current operators. 
They calculated the deuteron form factors in the Skyrme 
model under the assumption that the deuteron should 
be identified with the ground state of the toroidal B = 2 
Skyrmion. All three form factors are then overestimated 
by an order of magnitude. 
lo+ 0-6 0-2 0-6 
(fm-') a (fm') 
FIG. 14. &o, Gc, and GQ in a Skyrme model [83]: IA with 
Paris potential (dashed curve), IA+exchange currents (solid 
curve); the chiral angle is obtained using the nucleon form 
factor from [52]. i 2 0  from PQCD predictions: Eq. (25) [88] 
(dotted curve), and Eq. (26) [89,90] (dot-dashed curve). See 
Fig. 7 for data legend. 
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F. Perturbative quantum chromodynamics VI. SUMMARY 
At sufficiently large momentum transfer, PQCD is ex- 
pected to become applicable. In elastic scattering, the 
deuteron keeps its identity, so that it is generally as- 
sumed that the momentum transfer is shared among 
the six quarks. Brodsky and collaborators [86] studied 
the high-Q behavior of the electromagnetic form factors 
of hadrons and of the deuteron within the framework 
of PQCD. Using the above assumption, they derived 
the so-called quark counting rule which predicts for the 
deuteron 0: Q-lo as Q t a. 
Carlson and Gross [87] showed that, though classical 
nuclear physics may lead to the same power law, spin 
observables could provide a distinctive signature of the 
validity of PQCD: working in a helicity basis, the dom- 
inant matrix element of the electromagnetic current is 
the one where the deuteron has a 0 helicity in both ini- 
tial and final states. This corresponds to a longitudinal 
form factor 
which exhibits a QP9 asymptotic behavior. The double 
helicity flip term 
is suppressed by a factor Q2 compared to which 
leads, using Eqs. (15) and (16), to the prediction: 
lim iZ0 = -& . 
Q - t m  
(24) 
Carlson [88] later suggested that this asymptotic behav- 
ior could be matched to the low transfer limit of Eq. (14) 
by the ad hoc construction: 
Our data (Fig. 14) contradict this supposition and indi- 
cate that this momentum transfer range is still far from 
where PQCD is applicable. 
Brodsky and Hiller [89] recently reexamined the ques- 
tion of asymptotic behavior of the deuteron form factors: 
the relevant transfer momentum scale for the validity of 
PQCD is claimed to be Q >> q!- 4.5 fm-l, 
which is much lower than the scale usually given by 
7 >> 1. The energy scale AqcD is taken to be around 200 
MeV. A calculation of the form factors in the light cone 
formalism [89,90], keeping only the leading term 
leads to 
which in the limit g >, 1 leads to the Carlson and Gross 
prediction of Eq. (24). Our data are not incompatible 
with this behavior as of Q = 5 fm-' (Fig. 14), but the 
assumption of the dominance of 0 -+ 0 transition cannot 
account for the observed dip in the magnetic form factor 
i21. 
In summary, the deuteron tensor polarization in elas- 
tic electron deuteron scattering has been measured up 
to a four-momentum transfer of 4.6 fm-'. The first re- 
coil tensor polarimeter to operate in the deuteron energy 
range of 100-200 MeV (AHEAD) was used for this pur- 
pose. The tensor moment trio, together with the existing 
cross-section data, was used to perform the separation 
of the charge monopole and quadrupole form factors of 
the deuteron. The rise of tzo from its absolute minimum 
at Q e 3.5 fm-' towards zero around 5 fm-' is related 
to the existence of a node in Gc which we can locate at  
Q - 4.4 fm-l. The two other moments tZ1 and tzz  were 
determined as well, but with a lower precision: they are 
compatible with the other observables, but do not sup- 
ply any new information on the deuteron electromagnetic 
structure. 
Many models, or even classes of models, for the 
deuteron form factors are in fair agreement with our data. 
Only those models which do not predict a node in Gc, 
such as naive quark models, are clearly discarded. Not 
too surprisingly, our data also indicate that perturbative 
QCD is not applicable for this process in this intermedi- 
ate momentum transfer region. In conventional nonrel- 
ativistic calculations, the MEC contributions (together 
with relativistic corrections) tend to shift the node of 
Gc towards too small values of Q. This is in apparent 
contradiction with the three-body isoscalar electric form 
factor which is well described by similar calculations. 
More precise measurements and a better understand- 
ing of the isoscalar meson exchange currents are needed 
to resolve this point. A small AA admixture in the 
deuteron wave function, calculated using coupled chan- 
nels equations, can improve the agreement with the data. 
Quark configurations may also be considered explicitly 
without affecting greatly the observables. Interestingly 
enough, the isoscalar exchange current can be calculated 
from a Skyrme model, without any free parameter but 
with some assumptions about the nature of a compos- 
ite B = 2 Skyrmion. Relativistic calculations were until 
recently always performed within the impulse approxima- 
tion. The first calculation of the deuteron form factors 
which evaluates consistently the meson exchange contri- 
butions within a relativistic one-boson-exchange model 
is one of the very few model calculations which repro- 
duces all three observables tzo, A. and B. This is due in 
part to the p r y  contribution which is found smaller than 
in nonrelativistic calculations, and to the introduction of 
the w u y  contribution. 
This experiment is one of many others which could 
contribute to cutting the famous "Gordian" knot of the 
deuteron electromagnetic structure [91,54]: tzo in e-d 
scattering is not sensitive to the poorly known Gg,  which 
in turn is being measured with new polarization tech- 
niques; the comparison of the A = 2 and A = 3 isoscalar 
form factors should lead to a better understanding of 
the hitherto more ambiguous isoscalar exchange currents; 
precision measurements of the structure functions A and 
B constrain the dynamical description of electron elas- 
tic scattering by showing evidence for relativistic effects, 
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even a t  moderate momentum transfers; breakup of polar- 
ized deuterons could contribute to unraveling the exact 
spin structure of the deuteron. 
More precise data on the deuteron form factors are 
to be anticipated in the next few years: high precision 
measurements of A and B are planned; tensor polariza- 
tion measurements using internal polarized targets in an 
electron ring are underway or proposed; and recoil po- 
larimetry techniques are being improved, which will lead 
to  experiments of the type discussed in this paper in or- 
der to gain precision in the region of the nod of Gc and 
to extend the measurements up to about 6.5 fm-l. 
APPENDIX 
defines the efficiency E. 
In the Bates experiment, since the deuterons are tensor 
polarized, the count yield is [29]: 
where 
E is in effect proportional to a cross section and to a 
detector efficiency AMC (which is accounted for by the 
We illustrate formally how the Monte Carlo code gen- Monte Carlo simulation) due mostly to absorption in the 
target: erates the proper angular and energy weights and the 
interpolated calibration data. A proof of Eq. (17) is 
established. E(V) a W(E)UE (9)AMC(v) . (-43) 
The quantities that characterize the polarimeter are 
the analyzing powers Tkq and the efficiency E. For a 
fixed EdiE cut, they both depend on the deuteron energy 
E (which itself depends on the deuteron energy a t  the 
entrance of the polarimeter EF and the vertex position 
2) and on the polar scattering angle 8. The minimum 
set of variables {m) = {El 9) would describe an  ideal 
polarimeter. Because of the finite target size, E (but not 
Tkq) depends also on {i) = { p ,  4, OinC, pinC), the position 
and angles of the incident deuteron, and on the azimuthal 
scattering angle p. We denote by {v) = {m, i, p) the 
total ensemble of variables. 
At the calibration, the incident beam has negligible 
energy spread ( E p  = ( E p C )  z E ~ o ' ) .  When scattering 
N$ (i) unpolarized deuterons, the measured scattering 
yield 
For each target Z slice, or E bin, insertion of Eq. (AS) 
into Eq. (Al)  yields, after integration over the calibration 
FE event distribution and over p: 
Thus UE is defined as the effective cross section which, 
when folded in the Monte Carlo with the calibration in- 
cident deuteron distribution, generates the observed an- 
gular distribution of the calibration counts for this par- 
ticular E bin [16]. 
Similarly for W ( E ) ,  integration of Eq. (A4) over 9 
yields the distribution of calibration events along the tar- 
get axis. The energy-weighting factors are then adjusted 
to reproduce these counts. 
W ( E )  and uE(6) being now determined, we insert Eq. 
(A3) into Eq. (A2) and integrate over all unwanted vari- 
ables: 
We recover here Eq. (I?), together with the definition of the interpolated calibration data No, 
I 
- 
For practical reasons, we used (interpolated) analyzing increasing analyzing powers below 80 MeV. In the case 
powers averaged over the vertex energies for the calibra- of Tzo, this difference was evaluated to be much smaller 
tion data (T~,):' instead of ( ~ k ~ ) g , .  The difference be- than the systematic error on this quantity given in Table 
tween these two terms is due to the deuteron incident 11. 
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